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KENETREK  (ken-uh-trek)
To have knowledge of a difficult journey.
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It was August of 2002, and we’d been hunting sheep in the Mackenzie Mountains 
of the Northwest Territories for eight brutal days. I thought I was in marathon 
shape, but I knew I only had one more climb in me at best. We were going 
through food like mad men, trying to keep up with the 10,000 calories sucked 
out of us every day. We just hiked a brutal 10 miles to a hidden basin, killed a 
beautiful 39” Dall ram and were headed back to camp. My muscles were crying 
all out mutiny, and my pack straps felt like they’d cut through my skin and were 
welded into my shoulders. In an almost euphoric state, I smiled realizing that I 
must really love this sport if I’m still going when all I wanted to do was lay down 
and die. And then the blisters started passing the point of tolerance. More like 
gashes, they finally won when they split my feet open, completely breaking me 
down. I found myself laying on the ground unsure if I would ever get up again, 
just hoping a grizzly would eat me and put me out of my misery. Yeah, I signed 
up for the merciless exhaustion knowing how tough it would be... but I didn’t 
count on my boots letting me down, forcing me to quit. That’s when I knew we 
had to design and build boots that could keep up with the barbarous conditions 
we mountain hunters subject ourselves to. Since then, we’ve continually and 
brutally beat up our boots in the field, brought them back to the shop, and added 
new design features on the spot. And it’s worked so well, we brought up all of 
our boots, packs, socks... everything we offer, we put to the sheep hunter’s test. 
So it doesn’t matter if you hunt like we do, hike, or enjoy backpacking up to a 
mountain lake... having the owners of our company out there practically killing 
themselves to test everything, guarantees that  from the boots on up, Kenetrek 
will never let you down. 

 Sincerely,

 Jim W j ,
 President Kenetrek, LLC
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What’s in a name... everything.  The Bridger Ridge Run ranks as one of the most technical, grueling 
trail races in the world. It’s 20 miles of brutal up and down on the most unstable terrain, along the 
completely exposed ridge line of the Bridger Mountain range. Anything can happen. They allow 
only 300 runners each year and no one finishes unscathed. We designed these boots to take the abuse 
of the Ridge Run head on… and for the rest of us, who just want super supportive, all-day comfort. 
Everything is connected:  We started designing with our Kenetrek Mountain Boot fit and built a 
featherweight support system that utilizes reinforced “K” ankle straps to tie the outsoles directly to the 

fortified uppers. It’s a complete comfort network designed to keep you on your feet whether you’re 
running the ridge or racing around town. Take these to the end of the earth or the end of the block. 

They’re simply the lightest, most supportive everyday comfort boots you’ll find.

Bridger Ridge Light Hikers

Kenetrek Outdoor Combination Outsole
You need three things from an outsole you can count on: soft cushioning, long wear and a 

versatile traction pattern that can take you from challenging trails to downtown sidewalks. 
Along with great level and side-hill traction, you’ll enjoy all-day comfort, support and protection 

from the nine-sculpted arch, heel cup, toe bumper and wrap-around design. They’re kind of like 
eyes on the bottom of your feet -  looking out for you when you’re looking elsewhere.

When things are getting wet and maybe a little more extreme, you don’t have to sacrifice 
weight to get a waterproof solution that really takes care of you. At only 2.6 pounds a 
pair, we’ve wrapped a layer of our waterproof, breathable Event Membrane around 
these true comfort, extra padded uppers. Surrounding your ankles, the reinforced 
“K” straps directly tie into the footbed to envelop you in support. The two speed 
lacing hooks makes getting in and out of these “High” boots a snap, and 
they come standard with our Tough Toe rubber spray for additional 
durability and reinforcement.  Imported.

BRIDGER RIDGE HIGHBRI

Weighing in at only 2.2 pounds a pair, the “Lows” weigh no more than 
your everyday shoes, with ten times the support and durability. The 
reinforced leather uppers on these below ankle boots not only offer 
superior comfort, they’ll take on anything on the trail or a full workday 

on your feet. Just ask our shop crew. The speed lace hook makes for fast 
and easy everyday use, and the padded scalloped collars and tongues eliminate 

any possibility of rubbing. We’ve stitched on a Rubber Toe for additional 
durability and reinforcement.  Choice of Steel Gray or Coffee.  Imported.

BRIDGER RIDGE LOWBRI

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com

men’s whole and half sizes: medium(8-12,13,14) 
Steel Gray 2.2 lbs     KE-72-L-GY $125.00
Coffee 2.2 lbs     KE-72-L-CF $125.00

men’s whole and half sizes: medium(8-12,13,14) 

Coffee 2.6 lbs     KE-72-H $170.00



To Order: Call 1-800-232-60644

Kenetrek Mountain Boots are built for unyielding traction, support and 
comfort in the most rugged terrain and weather. Our thick leather uppers 
wrap around stiff nylon midsoles, on top of high traction outsoles. Bottom 
line: They make it possible to get anywhere you need to go in total comfort.

Features of our Mountain Boots

1. Super Thick Full Grain Leather Uppers
Kenetrek Mountain Boots have 2.8mm thick premium full grain 
leather uppers utilizing a one piece vamp construction with no 
seams down the tongue.  This increases abrasion resistance and 
makes the boots even more waterproof!

    2. Extra Padded Soft Collars
The flex notch design and extra padding in these collars gives 
you all day support without sacrificing comfort.

   3. Heavy Duty Midsoles
Full length 5mm or 7mm nylon midsoles provide extra support 
in uneven terrain.

   4. Rubber Sole Guards
Reinforced rubber sole guards enhance waterproofness and 
provide long lasting protection against rock abrasion.

    5. Waterproof and Breathable Membrane
Wind-Tex® membranes are waterproof and breathable with 
great elasticity making them very durable.

    6. Insulated or Non-Insulated Styles
Kenetrek Boots are available with Thinsulate™ Ultra 
Insulation that provides warmth without the bulk or non-

insulated styles for use in warmer weather.

     7. High Traction and Super Lightweight 
          K-Talon™ Outsoles

Kenetrek’s exclusive outsole design with its deep 
relief and open tread pattern provides for 

serious multi-directional bite in snow, mud, 
or dry ground.  Traction Teeth at the toe 
and heel give extra grip going up and 
down hills while perimeter Side Lugs 
provide grip when side-hilling. 

* K-Talon outsole is protected 
under US Patent #D580,637.

I just wanted to touch base with you and let you know I got my grand slam ram!  It was 
such an incredible hunt.  I actually ended up doing a lot more guiding than hunting 
this year.  I attached a pic of my kenetreks I thought you might like. It’s really funny too 
because they are the same boots I got when I won the extreme huntress contest in 2010!  
LOL, they’ve lasted a long time!!!            Rebecca Francis,  Evanston WY

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...
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A. Men’s Hiker 3.5 lbs KE-420-HK $415.00
men’s sizes available in whole and half sizes:

narrow(8-12,13,14,15*,16*)  medium(7-12,13,14,15*,16*)  wide(8-12,13)
* note: size 15 & 16 have an oversize charge of $40

B. Women’s Hiker 3.0 lbs KE-L416-HK $395.00
women’s sizes (whole & half):  medium(6-10)

HARDSCRABBLE
       HIKERS
When you’re hiking down Bright Angel Trail 
to the Phantom Ranch, the steep, rocky terrain 
calls for a lightweight hiker with determined 
support and traction. This summer or early 
fall hiker cradles you in practically bulletproof 
leather, while our nylon midsoles keep it light 
without compromising toughness. Made in Italy.

®

 KEY FEATURES

B.

A.



The best dressing and waterproofing for all Kenetrek Boots.  
Made with a combination of natural oils, beeswax, and other 
“special” ingredients, it conditions and waterproofs the leather 
on your favorite boots.  It readily absorbs into any kind of 
leather and stays in the leather longer than other treatments.

KENETREK BOOT WAX

 KEY FEATURES

®

To Order: Call 1-800-232-60646

Women’s
Climbing the steep Cottonwood Lake trail in the Crazy Mountains 
can sometimes be... well... crazy. When rain changes to snow and 
things get dicey, the 400 grams of  Thinsulate™ Insulation along 
with a breathable Windtex® membrane and the K-Talon outsoles 
will keep you warm and upright. Or choose the non-insulated   
version for more comfortable wear in warmer temps.  The 
narrower heel and women’s last the boots are built on assures 
unparalleled support, fit and comfort.   Made in Italy.

MOUNTAIN EXTREMES

A.
B.

Womens Mountain Extreme  NI     3.0 lbs    KE-L416-NI $425.00
Womens Mountain Extreme 400    3.2 lbs    KE-L416-4 $440.00
                  (whole & half)

B.

A.
Kenetrek Boot Wax    KE-WAX    8 oz.    $17.95



Kenetrek K-Talon Outsole
K-Talon™ outsoles have deep relief and an open tread pattern that allows for serious bite in snow, mud,  or dry 

ground. Solid side bars provide support when sidehilling, while the broad heel keeps you stable in  rough terrain. 
"K" lugs provide multi-directional barrier against slippage, and the traction teeth at the toe and heel really dig in 

going up or downhill.  We utilize the finest rubber compounds available to give you the grip, durability, firmness and 
support you’ll need to climb anything.  The Kenetrek K-Talon™ outsole design is protected under US Patent #D580,637.

 KEY FEATURES

®

MOUNTAIN
EXTREMES

When you’re hunting Dall Sheep in the Mackenzie 
Mountains of the Northwest Territories, you may be 
surprised with six inches of snow in August. Others 
may wait it out in the tent, but your Extremes give 
you the wherewithal to continue hunting no 
matter what.  There’s nothing tougher than 
high altitude sheep hunts and no boot 
tougher and more comfortable 
than these.  Made in Italy. 

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com

A.

B.

C.

Mountain Extreme Non-Insulated 3.9 lbs KE-420-NI $455.00

* note: size 15 & 16 have an oversize charge of $40
Mountain Extreme   400 grams  4.2 lbs KE-420-400 $475.00

* note: size 15 & 16 have an oversize charge of $40
Mountain Extreme 1000 grams 4.5 lbs KE-420-1 $495.00

(whole & half): 

A.

B.

C.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...
When your season consists of 100 days in the mountains, carrying heavy packs, 
you need great boots.  Footwear for us is not a matter of luxury or fashion; it’s 
a function of performance, under terrible conditions.  Years and miles of abuse 
have shown me which boots work best - Kenetrek; comfort and 
durability to match the conditions of my hunts. 
                     Randy Newberg,  host of Fresh Tracks TV



To Order: Call 1-800-232-6064

A.  Mountain Guide NI 4.2 lbs KE-420-GNI $500.00
B.  Mountain Guide 400 4.7 lbs KE-420-G4 $525.00

men’s sizes (whole & half):  medium (8-12,13,14)
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MOUNTAIN GUIDES
Hunting in the Chugach range outside of Anchorage means the most unforgivable terrain imaginable. And 
guiding a half a dozen sheep hunts back to back requires intense planning and truly dependable gear. Knowing 
that failure is not an option, guides swear by these boots when they need to get up a scree field or put on the  
crampons and traverse a glacier to reach a pocket of rams holed up in a hidden basin. Made in Italy.

 KEY FEATURES
10" tall 2.8 mm thick premium full grain leather uppers with one piece vamp construction

    with no seams down the tongue for abrasion resistance and waterproofness.

®

    vapor to escape

    in warmer weather or southern climates

A.

B.



 KEY FEATURES

Safari 2.9 lbs KE-420-SAF $325.00
men’s sizes (whole & half):  medium (8-12,13,14)

SAFARI

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com 9

DESERT GUIDE
Chasing desert sheep across the Cabeza Prieta Wilderness in 
Arizona calls for a boot that can take a full day of sharp, rock-
filled, thorny terrain, allowing you to concentrate on what’s 
around you. Crafted for extreme abuse, these boots have no 
waterproof membrane, giving you extreme breathability 
and all-day comfort no matter how much ground you 
cover.  The outsole traction system and extra padding 
will make these your go-to long distance favorites.  
Made in Italy.

Desert Guide 4.0 lbs KE-420-DG $410.00
   men’s sizes (whole & half):  medium (7-12,13,14)

   upper design for incredible support and comfort

Whether you hike or hunt in warmer climes, here 
or abroad, the Safari is like buying two boots in 
one. Although they’ll be your go-to early season 
or desert boot, they’ll quickly become your first 
choice around town. The durable 2.5 mm full 
grain leather uppers have a Cambrelle lining 
that breathes, wicks, and keeps you from 
overheating. And the Eurosole SuperLite outsole, 
pads your every step and grips just about any 
surface you’ll encounter from rocky ascents to 
slippery sidewalks. We’ve added extra-padded 
soft collars and a flex notch upper design to 
bring slipper comfort to an incredibly durable 
boot.  Made in Italy.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...
Just wanted to say “Thank you” again for making such great boots! 
I just got back from  Team Elk hunt in Montana and I think every 
guy there, including camera men were wearing your boots, it is a 
testimony as to how good they really are, comfortable from day one 
and support for all those long days.  I hope you are enjoying the fall 
and finding a little time to get out there.

Johnny Unser,  Denver CO



 KEY FEATURES

®

To Order: Call 1-800-232-606410

Hard Tactical    3.9 lbs    KE-420-TAC    $325.00
(whole & half): 

HARD TACTICALHA
Whether in full pursuit, driving down the road, or on your feet all day, these very 
light, 8” boots are designed for a 24/7 workout. The padded collar and special flex 
notch gives you high-top tennis shoe comfort built on our mountain hunting boots 
support system. The Eurosuole Everest rubber outsole grips, climbs and stops on 
a dime, while our Cambrelle lining wicks moisture away.  Made in Italy.

These three-layer insoles begin with a durable, anti-microbial pad that 
wicks away moisture and refuses to omit odor. It sits atop a 4mm 
high density moldable foam, that quickly takes on your foot 
shape. Below that, we’ve incorporated a firm, supportive base 
layer to keep your arch and heel stable... and you on your feet 
all day long.   Imported.

SUPPORTIVE INSOLESSUPPO

Whether you have flat feet or just need a little more cushion, we started by 
adding extra high impact zone padding to our wicking, anti-microbial 

pad. And to guarantee your boots stay scent free, we utilized state of 
the art activated carbon technology. By setting the top high impact 

zone layer over our 4mm high density moldable foam, you’ll 
barely notice the rockiest trails you follow.   Imported.

CUSHION INSOLESCUSH

Supportive Insoles     KE-XD289     $39.95

Cushion Insoles     KE-371     $29.95



Learn More at:  www.ever-step.com 11

EverStep boots are the foundational solution to ankle and foot wellness. They 
help our customers get back on their feet doing the things they want or need to do. 

We’ve taken Kenetrek’s most serious boot platform and built-in an additional support system that is giving 
people a new active lease on life. Our customers have had surgeries, a series of foot and ankle issues, or 
just spent most of their lives pursuing activities that led to overuse, sidelining injuries… and EverStep boots 
are getting them back on their feet. The nylon staves provide an additional support system for a number of 
specific injuries, weaknesses or long term atrophy, and are removable to increase boot flexion as needed. The 
nineteen degree rocker bottom and tapered toe decreases the strike angle and liftoff, and the internal, seamless 
padded lining is designed to reduce blistering and callous formation. The included supportive footbeds can 
be removed to accommodate prescriptive orthotic devices for internal off-loading. 

Approved as a prosthetic device (GS-07F-293AA) and actively prescribed by the Fort Harrison VA 
Medical Center in Helena, Montana, the EverStep boot is a joint sparing device that limits frontal/
sagittal plane motion of the foot and ankle.

A recent study was conducted where EverStep Orthopedic boots were dispensed to individuals with varying 
pathology (consisting of ankle instability, ankle arthritis, ankle pain, tendon pathology, post-op assistive 
ambulatory device, hallux limitus/rigidus, plantar fasciitis, achilles tendonitis, adult acquired flatfoot, foot 
arthritis, joint instability, and forefoot pathology).  
100% of the individuals found relief with the boot’s fit and support.  Of the individuals that completed the 
4 week study period, over 95% stated that the boot helped decrease pain and increase their current activity.

EverStep Orthopedic NI 4.3 lbs ES-420-OPNI $580.00
EverStep Orthopedic 400 4.8 lbs ES-420-OP400 $600.00



To Order: Call 1-800-232-606412

You may be slogging through a wet, freezing mess, but your feet will never be swimming 
around in these boots. Along with the all-day comfort and waterproof warmth you 

demand, these pacs cradle your feet with the support needed to take on sidehills 
formerly reserved for hiking boots. The new standard in active pac 

wear, they’ll open up the entire mountain for you.

These Pacs are Made for Walking!

1). Super Thick Oil Tanned Leather Uppers
Kenetrek uppers are contoured to fit your leg precisely for 
incredible support and comfort.  Made of the most durable 
6 ounce oil tanned leather that is triple stitched with nylon 
thread in a lock stitch that’s guaranteed not to fail.

2). Strongest Lacing System of any Boot
Our Snug-Fit Lacing design with stud hooks and Power D-Ring 
Lace Anchors provide the ultimate in ankle support.

3). Highest Quality Boot Liners Available
Removable Liners are quilted from three separate materials; a 
durable wicking synthetic interior, 400 grams of ThinsulateTM Ultra 
Insulation for warmth without the bulk, and 3mm of high grade 
wool felt for insulation even when damp. 

4). Hand Made Rubber Bottoms with Solid Steel Shanks
Over 30 pieces of raw rubber and reinforcements are placed precisely 
by hand, then vulcanized and fused together (like a tire) into a one 
piece waterproof boot bottom of exceptional durability and comfort.

 5). High Traction Top Quality Rubber Outsoles
Choose from Traditional Rubber Tractor Tread outsoles that don’t track 

the outdoors inside, or Kenetrek’s exclusive high traction K-Talon 
outsoles with agressive, toothy, multi-directional traction, or the  

Cowboy K-Talon designed specifically for use in stirrups.
  * K-Talon Outsole and Cowboy Pac Boot are protected under
        US Patents # D580,637 and 
            #D583,133 repectively.

K-TalonTractor
Tread Cowboy

 * Thinsulate is a trademark of 3M.
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Cowboy Spurs KE-258021 $39.95
Leather Spur Straps KE-1425 $39.95

COWBOY/COWGIRL

We designed the Kenetrek Cowboy Spurs to fit our Cowboy pac boot, but you 
can also use them on other brands as well.  Made of light but strong metal with 
an antique finish with brushed steel rowel and buttons.  The straps are made of 
7 ounce saddle leather and will last for many years.

COWBOY SPURS

Fitting Tips:  Men and Women: Half sizes round up to the next whole size. 
Available in Men’s whole sizes 5-15 or Women’s whole sizes 6-10.

Kenetrek Cowboy Outsole
The Kenetrek Cowboy outsole is a stirrup friendly design sure to be a favorite of anyone who rides in 
wet or cold weather.  The deep relief and open tread pattern allow for serious bite in snow or mud, but 
there is enough open space to make the sole “self-cleaning”.  The Stirrup Rails surround the K-lugs and 
keep them from catching on anything but the ground.  Traction Teeth at the toe and heel really dig in 
when walking straight up or downhill.  The rubber compound has the perfect firmness to provide 
good traction with durability.  Kenetrek Cowboy design is protected under US Patent #D583,133.

We built these boots with three things in mind; safety, 
functionality, and comfort. The Cowboy outsoles slip in 
and out of standard stirrups with ease while the spur 
shelf keeps spurs from sliding down your heels. 
And they keep you on your feet whether 
you’re leading a horse on the trail or 
doing a little winter fence mending. 
They contour to your leg like a lace up 
riding boot should and keep your feet 
warm down to zero degrees.  Happy 
Trails.   Made in Thailand.

13” Cowboy KE-3429-K 5.6 lbs. $275.00
11” Cowgirl KE-1429-L 4.9 lbs. $265.00
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K-TalonTM   
snow, mud,  

heel keeps you 
and the traction  

rubber compounds  
to climb anywhere.      

GRIZZLY

10” Grizzly KE-0428-K 5 lbs. $240.00
13” Grizzly KE-3428-K 5.6 lbs. $275.00

About our comfort ratings:  knowing that almost no one goes out when it’s 100 
degrees below zero, we’ve left unrealistic numbers out of our ratings process. 
Our low end Fahrenheit boot ratings are realistically geared for comfort levels 
during moderate activities like still hunting river bottom whitetails.  When 
comparing our boots to other brands with unrealistic temperature ratings, you 
may have to subtract up to 40 degrees for equivalent insulation comparison.

Fitting Tips:  Men: Half sizes round up to the next whole size. 
Women: Order 1-1½ sizes smaller.  Available in Men’s whole sizes 5-15.

Whether you’re trying to keep up with the big bull that’s always just one ridge ahead of you, or you’re splitting 
and stacking wood, these boots are all-day workhorses. We Montanans choose them as our everyday winter go-to 
boots because they fit like an all leather boot, take all the punishment we dish out, and wrap us in total warmth. 
To give you complete support, durability and comfort for the most demanding hunts or tasks, we handcraft the 
highest tech components available so that you can concentrate on what needs to get done.  Made in Thailand. 



Fitting Tips:  Men: Half sizes round 
up to the next whole size.  Women: 

Order 1-1½ sizes smaller.  Available 
in Men’s whole sizes 5-15.

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com 15

 outsoles have deep relief and an open tread pattern that allows for serious bite in 
 or dry ground.  Solid side bars provide support when sidehilling, while the broad 
  stable in rough terrain. "K" lugs provide multi-directional barrier against slippage, 
   teeth at the toe and heel really dig in going up or downhill.  We utilize the finest 
  available to give you the grip, durability, firmness and support you’ll need
   The K-TalonTM outsole is protected under US Patent #D580,637.

Kenetrek K-Talon™ Outsole

NORTHERN

 10” Northern KE-0428-6K
          5.8 lbs.      $250.00

 13” Northern KE-3428-6K
          6.3 lbs.      $285.00

Sometimes, its colder than a deep freeze out there... but that’s not 
going to stop you from manning a blind waiting for a giant Alberta 
Whitetail during the mid-November rut. For when you have to 
be stationary or on the move in twenty below, you’ll really 
appreciate our three layer (400 grams of Thinsulate™ Ultra 
Insulation) removable liner combined with 3mm wool 
felt, and our rubber bottom sandwiched with another 
600 grams of Thinsulate™ and 9mm of wool felt 
underfoot.  These boots allow you to stand on 
frozen tundra all day long when others 
are trapped inside only dreaming of 
adventure.  Made in Thailand.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...
Saturday was the last day of Bobcat season here in Colorado.  I’d seen 
some tracks in one of my coyote spots so I decided to go try to call one 
in Saturday morning.  It was –2 that morning and –13 with windchill!  
A coyote came charging in a few minutes after I started calling, but I 
determined to kill a bobcat so I let him go and continued to sit motionless 
for another 45 minutes before this one finally came sneaking in.  I typically 
struggle keeping my toes warm when I’m sitting that still, for that long, in 
sub-zero temperatures.  Not anymore!  I couldn’t believe how warm my feet 
stayed in my new Northern’s!  Very, very impressed… Thanks, once again, 
for the great boots!      Danny Farris, Denver CO
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Fitting Tips:  Men: Half sizes round 
up to the next whole size.  Women: 

Order 1-1½ sizes smaller.  Available 
in Men’s whole sizes 5-15.

  10” Rancher KE-0428-T    4.5 lbs.    $215.00
  13” Rancher KE-3428-T    5.1 lbs.    $250.00

Traditional Tractor Tread Outsole
Tried and true, this rolled rubber continuous traction pattern 

provides good footing on level, wet, or dry ground.  Great for 
chores, they’re non-marking and won’t track much mud or snow in 
the house.  The large surface area adds stability to unstable ground 
(boat decks etc.), and the moccasin-like feel of the sole keeps you 
on-track on the farm and stealthy in the woods.

RANCHER
Farmers and ranchers set great store by these self-

cleaning boots for their ability to keep outdoor slop 
where it belongs... outside, and bowhunters 

swear by their ground sensing feel on the 
hunt. Both take advantage of Kenetrek Snug-

Fit lacing, super thick leather uppers, and 
warmth down to zero degrees. These aren’t 
your grandpa’s traditional style upland 
field boots - they’re built to give you the 
support and fit needed to work or hunt all 

day long.  Made in Thailand.

The Kenetrek 6mm liners are quilted from three separate materials.  An inner 
lining of a durable synthetic material that wicks away perspiration.  400 grams of 

Thinsulate Ultra Insulation keep you warm without the bulk of traditional felt liners. 
Finally, 3mm of quality wool felt holds moisture away from your skin and continues 
to insulate even when damp.  We recommend purchasing an extra set of liners with 

your boots to rotate them daily, assuring you of always having dry, comfortable 
boots to put on in the morning.  Imported.  Men’s whole sizes (5-15).

10” Replacement Liner    KEQ-106    $39.95
13” Replacement Liner    KEQ-136    $49.95

REPLACEMENT LINERS
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BOBCAT ZIP

A. Bobcat Zip Cowboy KE-SZ429-C 4.6 lbs. $170.00
B. Bobcat Zip Tractor Tread KE-SZ428-T 4.1 lbs. $150.00
C. Bobcat Zip K-Talon KE-SZ428-K 4.6 lbs. $170.00

Kenetrek’s boot rebuild program goes easy on your wallet and the environment. When 
mileage piles up on your boot soles and they don’t grip as well as they used to, send them 
back to our repair center where our craftsman will replace the entire rubber bottoms, add 
new liners and laces, and fully recondition the uppers for less than the cost of a new pair 
of boots. You’ll walk away with broke-in comfort, more years of use, and the satisfaction 
of reducing landfill waste.  Print our Repair Form located in the Customer Service section 
of our website at www.kenetrek.com.   Return your boots to the repair center at:  

REPAIR SERVICES

Fitting Tips:  Men: Half sizes round up to the next whole size. 
Women: Order 1-1½ sizes smaller.  Available in Men’s whole sizes 5-15.

Kenetrek Repair Center
96 Northstar Lane

Bozeman, MT  59718

Easy in, easy out is only half the story.  We’ve sewn 4-way stretch panels into the uppers of these waterproof 
comfort boots so you don’t have to forego stability for warmth and convenience. By sewing the liners to the 
back of the uppers, you can get in and out of them with one hand, and our super heavy-duty zippers promise 
years of trouble free operation. Whether you’re running to town, tossing some hay to the horses, or taking an 
after dinner stroll, you’ll want these by the door all winter long. Made in Thailand.

A.

B.

C.

* Please allow 6 weeks for
  rebottoms and resoles.
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DUCK SHOEDU

Chukka Boot   KE-0625-3   $135.00

Bridle Belts   KE-522   $79.95

You will actually look forward to rainy days so you can wear 
these handy wet-weather shoes.  The Kenetrek Duck Shoe slips 

on easily and stays on with an adjustable leather lace 
surrounding your foot.  Anti-microbial form-fitting 

cushion insoles will keep a spring in your step.  The 
handmade rubber bottoms have steel shanks with 
traditional Tractor Tread rubber outsoles that will 
not plug up with mud.  2.7 lbs.  Made in Thailand.  

Duck Shoe   KE-0625-1   $110.00

Fitting Tips:  Men: Half sizes round up to
the next whole size. Women: Order 1-1½ sizes 
smaller.  Available in Men’s whole sizes 6-14.

CHUKKA BOOTCH
When you’re looking for a boot or shoe to take on the spring rains, 
listen to what a friend in Seattle said: “I live in my Chukkas for at 
least seven months a year because the steel shanks support my 
arches, the insoles cushion my every step, and they never 
smell bad... and of course they keep me dry no matter how 
long I’m out in a downpour.” Add in the handmade, non-
tracking non-marking soles, and you have perfect rainy 
weather footwear.  3.0 lbs.  Made in Thailand.

BRIDLE BELTS
It takes a lot of strength to control a horse; the same kind of strength 
you can need when counting on a carry belt. Fully benched in Bozeman, 

our craftsmen meticulously set solid brass or stainless buckles with 
screw rivets that hold strong while the Bridle Leather gets better 
looking with age. Just unscrew the rivets and change out buckles 
at home. Perfect for work and an eye-turner for everyday wear.  
Handmade in Bozeman, Montana.

 KEY FEATURES



By Phone: Call us toll-free, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 1-800-232-6064

Online: www.kenetrek.com. There you will find easy ordering and expanded 

sure to sign up for Kenetrek’s E-News

By Fax or Mail:
Order Form www.kenetrek.com

Backorders:

your order unless you notify us to do so.

Shipping Times:

Standard

Express Air
Rush

Canada Orders:
     www.ken-cdist.com

office@kenetrek.com.

To Return an Item:

information or print the Return Form from our website www.kenetrek.com

Kenetrek Boots,  96 Northstar Lane, Bozeman MT 59718

To Expedite an Exchange:

Kenetrek Product Warranty

Ordering Information |1-800-232-6064 
                                                                     24 hour Order Line                                                     

Customer Service |1-855-585-3040 
        We’re here to help!             Mon-Fri 9am-5pm MST      
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Kenetrek Boots are made to endure the harsh conditions you use them in.  To condition and protect the leather in 
your boots, treat them with Kenetrek Boot Wax.  Other brands of boot dressing can contain heavy oils or animal 
fats that will de-laminate the glue bond of the rubber rands.  Avoid heat from campfires or wood stoves.  This 
will damage internal materials in your boots often beyond repair.

We occasionally make our mailing lists available to carefully screened companies that offer products and services 
that may be of interest to you.  If you prefer not to receive such mailings please notify customer service.

Not sure which kind of boots or size to get? Why not send a Kenetrek Gift 
Certificate?  We will send a printed gift certificate along with a current catalog for 
convenient ordering.  Call or order on our website.

When your boot soles don’t grip as well as they used to, send them back to our repair center where our expert 
craftsmen will refurbish your boots for years of additional use for less than the cost of a new pair.
2015 Standard Repair Prices: 

Kenetrek Mountain Boot resole package = $150 which includes: new outsoles, any minor repairs 
     needed, new performance insoles and new laces.

Kenetrek Pac Boot resole package = $125 which includes: new rubber bottoms, new liners and 
     new boot laces.
Boots must be clean before repair work can begin so please clean your boots thoroughly to avoid a cleaning 
charge.  Print the Repair Form located at www.kenetrek.com in the Customer Service section. Send the boots 
and information to: Kenetrek Boots, 96 Northstar Lane, Bozeman MT 59718.  

Please allow 4-6 weeks for resole work.

Protect Your Investment                   

Boot Fitting Tips                

Mailing Lists                

                  

Repair Services                   

SIGN UP FOR KENETREK E-NEWS!
All of our products are available on our safe, secure Kenetrek website. You 
will find additional product information, special sale offers, equipment lists, 
and the location of your nearest Kenetrek dealer.  We even have a testimonial 
section with some of our customer’s comments along with their successful 
field photos.  Please send us your success story so we can put you on our 
website.  Also, be sure to sign up for the Kenetrek e-mail newsletter.  We 
will send out occasional new product announcements and special sale offers 
to newsletter members only.  You will also be automatically entered into our 
Monthly Free Boot Drawing!  Sign up today at:  www.kenetrek.com.

All Kenetrek Boots run true to normal shoe size.  You can enhance your fit by adjusting the thickness of your sock 
combination to provide a snug comfortable fit.  

  Many customers prefer to order boots a half size up from their normal shoe 
    size to assure adequate toe room - vital when going downhill especially with weight on your back!  

  We recommend customers order their normal shoe size.

 if you normally wear a half size, we recommend that you order up to the next 
    whole size.  Be sure not to make your boots too tight as it will make your feet colder.  If you have a narrow 
    foot, try one of our Performance Insoles  inside the liner.  Women can often wear our pac boots 
    comfortably; just order 1-1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size, (we also suggest adding a 
    performance insole inside the liner). 



This Merino Wool from Smartwool feels like a second skin whether it’s bone dry 
or soaked through. It will keep you warm when you’re sitting on a ridge waiting 
out a storm or plowing through snow drifts. And no one will ever know how long 
you’ve worn them because they just won’t smell. Both top and bottom offer anti-
chafe flatlock seam construction and a form fitting interlock knit with UPF 50+ 
protection. The Zip T uses shoulder panels instead of seams, and the bottoms sport 
a natural rise inseam. Men’s Midweight ZipT SW-603   $99.95

men’s sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL

Men’s Midweight Bottom SW-605   $94.95
men’s sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL

NEXT TO SKIN
BASE LAYER

Think of the base layer as your foundation of warmth. It not only needs 
to wick away moisture, it has to insulate when it gets wet. Very fine 
“no itch” Merino wool naturally heats or cools your skin dependent 
on climatic conditions. It’s natural anti-microbial capabilities will 
keep you odor free even if you live in them for a week. They’re super 
easy to care for and will last you for season after season.

YOUR BASE LAYER
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Let’s face it, we’ve all been slowed down by chaffing and rubbing in places we don’t 
even want to talk about. But those days are over. Welcome to all day comfort. These 
100% Merino wool boxers practically breathe on their own. Our latest version has 
even less stitching in critical wear areas, while surrounding you in a soft jacquard 
waistband. And although you may sweat and smell, these boxers will slough it all off 
and fool you into believing they just came out of the wash. 

RED DESERT BRIEFS

Men’s Red Desert Brief     FL1209-DE    $49.95
men’s sizes:  M, L, XL

If you’re going to slip something over your face, it better feel like a second skin... which happens 
to be the definition of our Superfine Merino Wool. It’s so soft and light, you’ll immediately 
forget that it’s on. Perfectly placed earholes and the hinge design ensure you won’t miss a twig 
breaking on the trail. And the Fusion camoflage makes concealment a breeze. 

Balaclava     FL1501F-FS    $39.95

This single layer of 100% Merino wool with flat locked seams 
fits snugly alone or with a complimentary baclava/hat system. 
Heavyweight interlock fabric, machine wash and dry.

BRIMMED BEANIE

Brimmed Beanie     FL1205-FS     $39.95
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 A

men’s sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL 
A.  Men’s Chama Hoody  Midweight FL1505-FS $135.00
B.  Men’s Llano Quarter Zip Lightweight FL1503-FS $110.00
C.  Men’s Llano Short Sleeve T Lightweight FL1501T-FS $75.00
D.  Men’s Springer Vest Heavyweight FL1506-FS $150.00

men’s sizes:  M, L, XL
E.  Men’s Allegheny Bottom Midweight FL1501B-FS $100.00

 B

 C
 D

 E

In 2007, First Lite started in Idaho’s Rocky Mountains. Natural base layers were in their 
infancy when the founders realized that Merino Wool was the “go to” next to skin fabric. 
They quickly found out that Merino Wool kept them warm and dry in the winter, cool in 
the summer, and completely odor free for days. But for hunting, they also wanted a Merino 
layer for wearing on the outside too, but black was the only color option in the marketplace 
back then. Finding the solution to this problem launched them on the First Lite journey.

FIRST LITE OFFERS MERINO IN CAMO

First Lite clothing is the natural choice for the outdoorsman. Even the sheep 
who donated the shearling wouldn’t believe how soft their Merino wool 
feels on your skin. It’s no coincidence that sheep live in the most arid reaches 
of the Australian Outback, and on the freezing alpine slopes of Siberia. 
Whether you’re trudging through a tropical forest or chasing game above 
the tree line, you’ll keep warm in the winter and cool in the summer. Every 
hunter knows, if your prey smells you, their gone. Well, they’ll never smell 
you in Firstlite. One of our outfits will last you through a week-long hunt 
and smell like it did when you first packed it. Unlike synthetics, our wool 
absorbs light and won’t reflect it back into the woods. And no matter how 
active you are, First Lite Merino Wool never makes a sound. Whether you 
want a zip-crew, a hoodie, a vest, or bottoms, these incredibly durable, soft 
pieces are like having your own climate control system.  Fusion camoflage.

100% MERINO PERFORMANCE LAYERS
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When you need to keep warm climbing above 
the tree line or sitting still in a tree stand, this  
super-insulated component is a must have layer.  
The Cocona Fabric Active Particle Technology 
moves moisture from the inside of the liner 
and insulation away from your core and into 
the atmosphere. The body-mapped insulation 
pattern deploys insulation where you need it 
the most, and this versatile piece packs down 
to practically nothing.

Sometimes the weather just turns to …. you know what we’re 
talking about. Conquering changing conditions calls for 
a shell component of weatherproof armor to stand 
up to anything thrown your way.  The “Stormtight” 
combines patented Cocona Technology and the 
industries best DWR and lamination technology 
to custom constructed fabrics built to withstand 
continuous abuse. It’s compact, packable and has 
every bell and whistle you would expect and 
need. This one layering piece will keep you in the 
field as long as you want to be there. 

BOUNDRY STORMTIGHT

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Uncompahgre Puffy:
Dry Earth FL1301-DE $200.00
Fusion FL1510-FS $225.00

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Boundry Stormtight:
Dry Earth FL1305-DE $275.00
Fusion FL1509-FS $300.00

UNCOMPAHGRE PUFFY
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When you’re constantly on the go, these are your go-to pants. 
Built for sustained activity in both cold and hot climates, we’ve 
added rip stop durability to 90% Merino wool with strategically 
placed panels of stretch nylon for increased durability.  The 
result is complete comfort and burr resistant protection. These 
natural fabric hunters put micro-fiber to shame - they never 
smell after days in the field and retain 80% of your body heat 
when completely soaked. You’ll never want to take them off.

You know the drill when you’re on a long hunt. All day, every day, 
you need pants that are incredibly lightweight, durable and water 

resistant - and you require that built-in stretch freedom needed to 
get in and out of those weird positions you end up in when tracking 
game around all kinds of obstacles. They’re stealthy, impeccably 
camouflaged and engineered so you can access what you need with 
very little movement.  Breathable, mid-weight, built-in stretch nylon 
has a water repellant DWR finish.  Easy access 3D double cargo 
pockets with noiseless zippers.  Belt and suspender loops.  Choose 
from Dry Earth color or Fusion camo.

KANAB 2.0 PANTS

CORRUGATE GUIDE PANTS

sizes:  M, L, XL
Kanab 2.0 Pants Dry Earth FL1518-DE $160.00
Kanab 2.0 Pants Fusion FL1520-FS $180.00

sizes:  M, L, XL
Corrugated Guide Pants Dry Earth FL1508-DE $140.00
Corrugated Guide Pants Fusion FL1508-FS $160.00

Pants Sizing Chart
 M L XL
 Waist Size             31 - 33      34 - 36     37 - 40
 Inseam Length        29 - 32      32 - 34     32 - 34



When you are burning up the boot leather, these light weight 
crew tops are the next-to-skin foundation for your high-

exertion system, breathing and actively moving moisture away 
from your skin with its polyester bi-component construction.  

Choose from Long Sleeve (LS) or Short Sleeve (SS).  Brushed inner 
face.  Flat Lock Seams.  Open Country camo.

No matter how cold it is, if you’re chasing up a mountain 
with a pack and a rifle, you’re gonna sweat. This sponge-like 
heavy weight core layer pulls moisture off your skin, keeping 
you dry and warm no matter what you do. Thanks to the 
Polygiene® odor control technology, neither the game or your 
tent partner will pick up your scent. Choose from deep center 
front zip or front zip hoody for extra protection.  Available in 
Dirt Brown or Open Country camo.
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CORE CREW

CORE ZIP T / HOODY

Layering best prepares you for changing terrain and weather. It 
gives you the ability to quickly adjust and make tough conditions 
enjoyable. But we feel, the less adjusting the better.  That’s why 
we offer the most efficient, leading-edge fabrics, and why we’re 
always testing them ourselves. Along with wanting to give you 
versatile and hard working clothing, we need them too! 

 LAYERING 101 CONCEPT

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Core Crew SS    Open Country S10034-OB $59.00
Core Crew LS    Open Country  S10033-OB $69.00

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Core Zip T Dirt Brown S10039-DT $129.00
Core Zip T Open Country S10039-OB $129.00
Core Hoody Dirt Brown S10040-DT $149.00
Core Hoody Open Country S10040-OB $149.00

Adding Sitka to our line-up was a no brainer. They systematically 
integrate the most technical performance fabrics, insulation and designs, 
to give you all the strategic combinations needed for the most demanding 
hunts. The Sitka line is designed to keep you warm and comfortable no 
matter what mother nature throws at you or how hard you’re working... 
just like Kenetrek boots. Like we said, a no brainer.
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This light, full mobility, base layer dries fast and feels 
incredibly smooth on your skin. You’ll probably end 
up wearing them every day.  Non-chafing Flat Lock 
Seams, Soft Elastic Waist, Functional Fly.  Pyrite.

CORE SILK BOXER

sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL
Core Silk Boxer    S10023-PY    $35.00

No matter what you wear over them, this heavy weight core base layer gently 
coats your skin with warm, dry, odor protection that adds virtually no bulk while 
giving you complete range of motion. Non-chafing Flat Lock Seams, Soft Elastic 
Waist, Functional Fly.  Choose Pyrite or Open Country camo.

When you’re gearing up your pack for maximum efficiency, 
this two function hoody has to make the list. The cold 
weather, high loft, berber fleece traps heat all the way up to 
the hood and integrated face mask. And when the weather 

lightens up, the Durable Water Repellant Finish protects you 
as a super quiet, breathable outer layer.    Choose from Dark 

Obsidian or Open Country Camo.

CORE BOTTOM

TRAVERSE HOODY

sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL
Core Bottom    Pyrite S10041-PY $99.00
Core Bottom    Open Country S10041-OB $99.00

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Traverse Hoody Obsidian S70002-OS $169.00
Traverse Hoody Open Country S70002-OB $169.00

Like a portable refuge for your head, this 
must have cold weather lifesaver gives you 
maximum concealment, comfort and fits in 
your pocket. Anti-Microbial Treatment, 4-Way 
Stretch, Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece, 
brushed on the inside.  Open Country camo.

CORE BALACLAVA

Balaclava    S90096-OB    $40.00

Great for an early season hunt or a spring day out training the dogs, 
this beanie fits perfectly into your layering system. Polyester Knit, Anti-
Microbial Treatment, 4-Way Stretch.  Open Country camo.

SITKA BEANIE

Beanie    S90085-OB    $30.00
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The Kelvin Lite Hoody works like a personal climate control 
system for your skin. With it’s high heat to weight ratio, 
articulating pattern and tightly woven polyester face, this jacket 

will keep the weather at bay while letting your perspiration 
escape. With 80 grams of Primaloft Insulation, the Kelvin Lite is 

extremely packable and takes the edge off those cold mornings, 
making it perfect for backpacking.  Open Country Camo.

This no-frills ultra light mid-layer gives you 
all the warmth you’ll need without any 
unnecessary weight or bulk distractions. By 
combining synthetic Primaloft with natural 
goose down, the warm to thin ratio is just 
what you need in a minimalist piece. This 
jacket packs up so small you’ll never give 
a second thought about bringing it along.  
90 grams of 750 fill-power Primaloft Down 
Blend Gold insulation.  Choose from Amber 
or Open Country Camo.

KELVIN LITE HOODY

KELVIN DOWN JACKET

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

Kelvin Lite Hoody   S30036-OB   $249.00

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Kelvin Down UltraLight Jacket:
Amber S30035-AM $289.00
Open Country S30035-OB $289.00

* We offer many additional Sitka 
Styles, Colors, and Sizes on our 
website at www.kenetrek.com
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* We offer many additional Sitka 
Styles, Colors, and Sizes on our 
website at www.kenetrek.com

It may sound contradictory, but this soft mid-layer 
is built for punishing granite-tough terrain. Sit 
back against a rock ledge totally shielded from 
the wind and confident the strategic seam lines 
are directing the water away from you. This Jacket 
features Windstopper Laminate Double Water 
Repellant Finish, Micro-Check Fleece Backer. 
Jacket: Drop Away Hood, Pit-Zips, Forearm 
Pocket. Vest: Chest and Hand Pockets, Athletic Fit.  
Choose Moss or Open Country camo.

JETSTREAM

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Jetstream Moss  S50032-MS $329.00
Jetstream Open Country S50032-OB $329.00

Until now, the hardest part of sitting like 
a statue while glassing the terrain was 
keeping yourself from shaking like a 
dog after a bath. Slip on this incredibly 
warm 800 fill down sleeping bag with 

arms, and your may have to fight the 
urge to take a cat-nap. Double Water 

Repellant Finish, Interior Mesh Pocket, 
2 Deep Hand Pockets, One-hand Hood 

Adjustment, Tightly Woven Polyester Face.  
Choose Lead or Open Country camo.

    KELVIN
DOWN HOODY

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Kelvin Down Hoody:
Lead S30028-PB $389.00
Open Country S30028-OB $389.00

You better hang this by the door - 
otherwise you’ll be looking for it most 
every day. Lightweight, Breathable, 4-Way Stretch, 
Double Water Repellant Finish.  Open Country camo.

SITKA CAP

Sitka Cap   S90101-OB   $30.00
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When you’re moving fast, these pants innately move along with 
you. Made for those early season, super effort days, these very 

breathable, 4-Way stretch pants are built for the rugged demands 
we happily put on ourselves. Double Water Repellant Finish, 

Polyester Stretch Woven, Lightly Brushed, Easy Access Cargo 
Pocket.  Choose from Solid Clay or Open Country camo.

ASCENT PANTS

sizes:  30R*, 32R*, 32T, 34R, 34T, 36R, 36T, 38R, 38T, 40R, 42R, 44R
Regular inseams (R*= 31”) (R = 32”)    Tall inseam (T = 34”)

Ascent Pants Solid Clay S50007-CL $149.00
Ascent Pants Open Country S50007-OB $149.00

This is the set we reach for when we’re out 
on a mid to late season hunt when cool 

mornings find us headed up to the 
top of the world. Both the jacket 
and the pants were designed for 
ease of movement. The jacket 

combines anatomical shaping 
with a 2-way stretch soft-shell 
to give you complete freedom 

to climb over the nastiest deadfall 
and just enough insulation to keep 

us warm but not overheated. The 
pants with their tough-as-nails 

exterior and warm micro-fleece 
lining, wick away moisture and work 

great with or without layers. Together, 
this workhorse set lets you forget about 

the weather and concentrate on the hunt.

90% JACKET AND PANTS

sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

90% Jacket S50072-OB $289.00

sizes:  30R*, 32R*, 32T, 34R, 34T, 36R, 36T, 38R, 38T, 40R, 42R, 44R
Regular inseams (R*= 31”) (R = 32”)    Tall inseam (T = 34”)

        90% Pants S50073-OB $269.00

When you put these under any other glove 
or wear them alone, you’ll be amazed at 
their weight to heat ratio. They never itch 
or give off odors, they wick, and they still 
insulate if you get them wet. Flat Lock 
Seam Construction. 100% Merino Wool Knit. 
Machine Washable.  Open Country camo.

MERINO LINER GLOVE

sizes:  M, L, XL

Merino Liner Glove S90042-OB $39.00
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As sheep hunters, we spend almost as much time on the 
ground as we do climbing up and over it. These Mountain 
Pants on steroids know you won’t think twice about sitting 
or kneeling anywhere you need to, so they built them 
with doubled reinforced, waterproof, breathable knees and 
seat to get you through the most arduous of days. Double 
Water Repellant Finish, Polyester Stretch Woven. Side Cargo 
Pockets. Removable Knee Pads. Articulating Pattern.  Choose 
Lead or Open Country camo.

TIMBERLINE PANTS

sizes:  30R*, 32R*, 32T, 34R, 34T, 36R, 36T, 38R, 38T, 40R, 42R, 44R
Regular inseams (R*= 31”) (R = 32”)    Tall inseam (T = 34”)

Timberline Pants Open Country S50039-OB $229.00
Timberline Pants Solid Lead S50039-PB $229.00

When the going gets a little tougher, get a tougher pant. A couple of 
degrees above the Ascent Pant, the more articulated patterning and 
tough as nails fabric comes with removable knee pads, a low profile belt 
system and easy-reach side cargo pockets. Double Water Repellant Finish, 

Polyester Stretch Woven. Articulating Pattern.  Open Country camo.

MOUNTAIN PANTS

sizes:  30R*, 32R*, 32T, 34R, 34T, 36R, 36T, 38R, 38T, 40R, 42R, 44R
Regular inseams (R*= 31”) (R = 32”)    Tall inseam (T = 34”)

  Mountain Pants   S50025-OB     $189.00 

Designed to fit like... well, a glove, these snug fitting 
mid-layer weight gloves are designed around the 
needs of bowhunters and technical shooters.  They are 

highly breathable with excellent finger dexterity, 
durability, and excellent range of motion.  

SHOOTER GLOVE

sizes:  M, L, XL
Shooter Glove    S90041-DT    $49.00
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The Cloudburst at 20.8 oz is the favorite for 
hunters travelling all over the world.  It comes 
with a handy hideaway hood, two hand and 
chest pockets and watertight welded zippers 
and it’s packable enough to stow in and day 
pack. If you’re a guide and beating up your 
jacket on a day to day basis, reach for the 
Stormfront (23.2 oz). It’s shield-like 3-layer 
hard shell fits great over layers, has four 
strategically located pockets, pit zips and a 
foldaway hood.  Both are available in Open 
Country camo.

sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL
A. Cloudburst Jacket S50053-OB $349.00
B. Stormfront Jacket S50067-OB $599.00

RAINGEAR JACKETS

The counterparts to their namesake Jackets, the 
Cloudburst pants pack away to practically nothing and 
move seamlessly the way you do. Full side watertight 
welded zippers make ingress/egress a snap and they 
weigh in at a mere 18.4 oz.  Articulated Patterning 
makes these pants move with you not against you.  
Guides turn to the Stormfront because they take a 
beating and never miss a beat. They’re super tear 
resistant and ready for anything above the timberline. 
They have full side zips, a rugged 3-layer hard shell, 

an internal belt system and weigh 24 oz. The choice is 
your - either way you’ll be dry.   Open Country camo.

Regular sizes:  S, M, L, XL, XXL
Tall sizes:  MT, LT, XLT

C. Cloudburst Pants S50054-OB $329.00
D. Stormfront Pants S50068-OB $549.00

RAINGEAR PANTS

A.

B.

D.
C.
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                backpacks are the most functional and innovative available. 
They are quiet,  tough, and specifically designed to carry your 
rifle or bow so that you can get to it quickly without having to 
take off your pack.  Most importantly, they are very comfortable.  
Visit our website for additional products and information.

The name speaks for itself as the most comfortable and 
versatile backpack we have worn. The Just One is made to 

go out light and come back heavy, it performs equally well as 
a daypack or as a heavy load freighter.  Vertical and horizontal 
over-sized compression straps hold the load close to your body 
and the internal frame Flex Chasis cradles the load and transfers 

the weight to your hips. Full length side access zippers on 
large front pockets provide access to your gear.  There is no 

load limit, if you can pick it up the Just One will carry it.  The 
Just One pack expands from 2300 all the way to 7500 cubic 
inches with the optional duffel.  Hide Open Western camo 
pattern.   Imported.

J-34 JUST ONE BACKPACK

J-34 6.5 lbs. EB-J34    $329.00

The X1 is designed for the hunter that wants 
light and fast mobility.  Whether you’re a 

bow hunter or a gun hunter, once you’ve 
discovered the ability to travel with your 

hands free from  carrying your weapon, 
your hunting experience will be much better.

X1 BACKPACK

X1 Pack     5.0 lbs. EB-X1    $199.00

Of course, this applies to everybody who carries a gun or a bow, whether 
you’re climbing above timberline or climbing out of your pickup to walk 
to your treestand.  There’s something wonderful about being organized 
with your gear.  This daypack will change the way you hunt.  2100 cubic 
inches.  Hide Open Western camo pattern.  Imported.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...
Myself and all my guides use Eberlestock 
packs, and there is not a better designed 
or more comfortable and quiet pack made. There 
is also no better feeling walking up to a giant 
bull knowing that you can unzip your pack and 
take a quarter or throw in a couple of boned 
out quarters and head off the mountain!  I have 
been using Eberlestock packs since 2004 and am 
now only on my fourth pack and I have carried 
out over 100 bulls and countless whole deer!  
    Thomas Brunson - Timberline Outfitters Nevada
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THE JUST ONE CONCEPT - Go In Light...Come Out Heavy

The Ultimate in Expandable Versatility
    2300 c.i. ------------------------------------------ 4600 c.i. --------------------------- 7500 c.i.

ACCESSORIES FOR THE JUST ONE SYSTEM

These Trekking Poles will help you stay on your feet in the roughest terrain.  We 
have also found them to really help reduce soreness in your knees especially when 
carrying a heavy pack. They feature Aergon Core-Tec Soft Grips with a positive 
angle built in.  The aluminum 3 section poles adjust length quickly and easily from 
69 to 135 cm and even have an anti-shock system to reduce fatigue.  The new 
Speed Lock/Super Lock System assure that once adjusted, the poles do not slip.  
Carbide tips grip any ground surface.   17.5 ounces a pair.

CORKLITE TREKKING POLES

CorkLite Anti-Shock Trekking Poles    LK-2956    $159.00

SUPER SPIKE DUFFEL  integrates perfectly with the Just One backpack.  Load all of your 
clothes and gear inside and carry it internally. When you arrive at camp, slip out the Duffel and leave 
excess gear in your tent.  Once you’ve bagged your game, load the meat inside the meat compartment, 
put your gear in the Duffel and zip it or clip it on the outside and head off the mountain.  A new level of 
versatility built with the hunter in mind.       EB-J3SD    $59.95

REVERSIBLE RAIN COVERS  are tailor made to fit these backpacks. In driving rain storms, 
it’s impossible to keep the inside of your backpack dry without an honest rain cover.  If you will be out for an 
extended trip in wet weather, or if you plan on bivvying your pack outside the tent, you will appreciate having 
a nice rain cover along.  Unicam Digital camo on one side and Blaze Orange on the other.
 Size Large (for J-34 pack) EB-J2RCMU $39.95
 Size Small (for X1 pack) EB-G2RCMU $34.95

HYDRATION SYSTEM BLADDER  Complete your backpack setup 
with the ultimate hydration system.  Custom made premium bladders use patented 
anti-bacterial technology, and glass-like liners that provide great tasting water and super 
long life.  Features storm valve easy drink tubing and wide mouth screw cap opening.   Holds 2 
liters and fits into either the J-34 backpacks or the X1 backpacks.      EB-WB2L    $39.95
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After an operation or in the event of slight sprains or repeated overloading, the ligaments of 
the foot are often weakened and require increased stabilization.  The Bauerfeind MalleoTrain 
S ankle support is the most comfortable design we have found to wear inside of any boot 
when additional joint support is necessary.  The support’s breathable Train Active Knit is 

anatomically contoured and fits the foot smoothly and perfectly. The compression effect 
of the knit aids the circulation and activates the surrounding musculature. This support 

thus stabilizes the foot without restricting mobility and is ideal for use during 
sporting activities. It fits into any boot and helps 

to prevent further injury to the ankle 
during training or your next hunting 
expedition.  Order Left or Right in Sizes 

1-6.  See measurement chart.

ANKLE SUPPORT

MalleoTrain S Support      BA-101     $99.95 each

inches around leg above ankle

As a hunter you will find the BINO CHEST PACK indispensable.  The packs 
keep your binoculars safe and at hand, not buried in a backpack or dangling 
from your neck causing numbing neck strain. In addition to keeping your 
binoculars protected and secure, these packs also have pockets that are perfect 
for carrying your licenses, gps, small camera, extra ammo, extra batteries, 
headlamp, as well as a knife or multi-tool.  In all of our years of hunting, this is 
the best binocular pack we have used.  Select the Compact size for a snug fit 
up to 10 x 42 binoculars prefered by bowhunters or the Large size for larger 
optics or additional gear.  Made in USA.

BINO CHEST PACKS

Bino Chest Pack (Compact) AG-BIN-SM $79.95
Bino Chest Pack (Large) AG-BIN-LG $89.95

Hunting Boot Orthotic DO-3911 $249.00
Carbon Lightweight Orthotic DO-2100 $299.00

ALASKA GUIDE
CREATIONS

When your feet hurt, you hurt all over!  Help stop foot pain and 
imbalances that contribute to ankle, knee, and lower back discomfort 
with these custom fit boot inserts.  You don’t even have to make an 
office visit with a doctor.  Simply order the orthotics and you will 
receive a Foot Impression Kit and Profile along with complete, easy 
to follow instructions. You make your instant foot impressions by 
standing barefoot in the molds, place them in the convenient postage 
paid kit, and send them to our laboratory. Your order form and foot 
impression will be carefully evaluated. Our trained technicians then prepare 
your orthotics. We’ll rush them to you and you’ll be on your way to an 
exciting new experience in foot comfort. That’s all there is to it! Doctors’ 
Orthotics does all the rest to provide you with custom mold-fitted 
orthotics direct from the laboratory.  The inserts will be sent back 
to you in about 2 weeks.  You can even receive a free consultation 
if necessary to address your specific foot issues.  Choose from 
Camo Cushion Hunting or new super lightweight Carbon model.

CUSTOM ORTHOTICS



The softness of deerskin becomes more supple as you wear it, allowing 
freedom of movement and incredible sensitivity to touch.  Features 
comfortable elastic wrist closures and Thinsulate Insulation for warmth 

without bulk.  The comfort and dressy look of these gloves also makes them 
great for driving or working.  Sizes M, L, XL.  Made in USA.

Deerskin Gloves    CH-CT    $59.95

DEERSKIN SHOOTING GLOVES

Beautifully crafted gloves made by the Churchill Glove Company of 
premium elkskin,  prized for its supple softness and surprising durability. 

Soft and warm Thinsulate lined version.   Sizes M, L, XL.  Made in USA.

Elkskin Gloves    CH-488EBTH   $59.95

ELKSKIN GLOVES

KEQ-8066   $19.95

Rancher Caps    ST-5050 $49.95

Traditional Stormy Kromer Caps with earflaps 
that insulate with Thinsulate Insulation for extra 
warmth where you need it the most.  Choose from 
traditional Black, Olive, or Blaze Orange colors.  
Fitted hat sizes 6 7/8 to 7 ¾.   Made in USA.

RANCHER CAPS

Quality made ball caps promoting your new favorite 
boot company!  Adjustable straps allow one size 

to fit all.  Choose from khaki, vintage grey, or 
Realtree AP camo.  Imported.

         LOGO BALL CAPS

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com

Softshell Shooting Gloves    FL1533-FS   $79.95

SOFTSHELL SHOOTING GLOVES
The last thing you want to do is take your glove off in a snowstorm to make a 
shot… and now you don’t have to. Bio-mechanical construction, no grip trigger 
finger, archery release aid portal, Duraface stretch fabric/fleece liner, Goatskin 
leather palms.  Full length cut with Velcro closures.  Sizes M, L, XL.   Fusion camo.
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HUNTING SOCKS
Sock design begins with foot contour and anatomy. Each part of the foot is 
addressed with the best possible combination of fitted fabrics combined into a 
sock that naturally fits our boots. We blend just enough synthetic materials into 

fine wool fiber for enhanced durability and insulation. We prefer a two sock system 
to ward off blister friction and offer a variety of thicknesses and heights for both 
liners and socks. Your boots will fit only as good as your socks do, that’s why we 
designed these to work with the specific shapes of our mountain and pac boots.

To Order: Call 1-800-232-606436

Alaska    KE-1802   $29.95

This burly, fitted sock gives you protective padding in just the right 
thicknesses, where you need it the most. The reinforced toes, heel and shin 
pads allow you to lace tightly with no pressure and the merino wool fibers 
breathe, insulate when damp, and are virtually itch free.  Made in USA.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...

Super Heavyweight
    Over-the-calfALASKAAL

content: 60% Merino Wool, 33% Nylon, 5% Elastic, 2% Lycra

When you need, tall boot protection without the bulk, slip into 
this tough as nails medium layer sock with reinforced heel, toe 
and shin pads so you won’t feel any lace pressure. Insulates when 
damp, and itch free.  Made in USA.

  Midweight
Over-the-calfCANADACA

content: 33% Merino Wool, 33% Polypropylene, 
               26% Nylon, 5% Elastic, 3% Lycra

Canada    KE-1502   $24.95

Lightweight
Over-the-calf

Ultimate Liner    KE-1627    $19.95

content: 77% Polypropylene, 17% Nylon, 3% Elastic, 3% Lycra

ULTIMATE LINER 

I’ve used socks from most of the major brands over the last 25 years, but for 
several years, I have used Kenetrek Socks exclusively.  I’ve yet to wear a hole 
in one and the fit, finish, comfort, warmth and durability are second to none.   
On extended hunts, I can wear a set of Kenetreks (liner plus outer) for 2-4 
days without changing them and the socks maintain loft and functionality.    
Overall the Kenetrek socks are the finest quality socks I’ve ever used.
     Bryan Martin,  www.asianmtnoutfitters.com

This truly versatile base layer liner treats high-grade polypropylene with Alphasan® 
technology (natural, silver based antimicrobial  treatment) to give you an odor free, 
blister resistant sock liner, minus the weight and bulk. They wick, breathe, reduce 

friction... and the synthetic yarn will simply not wear through.  Made in USA.



Finally, a lightweight sock that can multi-task. When 
you infuse polypropylene with Silver Technology, you 

get unmatched versatility. They repel water, regulate 
temperature and are reinforced and padded in 

all the places needed to avoid blisters and 
bunching. They’re great as a hardcore activity 

standalone sock all year long, and they 
perform super as a liner in extreme 
conditions.  We have your choice of 
sock heights: ankle, hiking, or boot 

height.  Made in USA.

A.  Arizona ankle height KE-1586 $12.95
B.  Sonora hiking height KE-1583 $14.95
C.  Canyon boot height KE-1227 $15.95

content: 77% Polypropylene, 17% Nylon, 3% Elastic, 3% Lycra 

By fusing together low-micron merino wool and polypro 
fibers, you get an incredibly strong yarn that allows a 
middleweight to act like a heavyweight in both warm and 
cold climates. They’re strong, wicking, odor and blister 
resistant, breathable, quick drying... and they immediately 
recover in the wash.  Made in USA.

Montana    KE-1228   $19.95

content: 33% Merino Wool, 33% Polypropylene
             26% Nylon, 5% Elastic, 3% Lycra

To Order: Visit  www.kenetrek.com 37

HIKING SOCKSH
Lightweight, various heights

MONTANAM Midweight
Boot Height

Heavyweight, Boot Height

Glacier    KE-1225   $21.95
content: 65% Merino Wool, 24% Nylon, 8% Elastic, 3% Lycra

GLACIERG
If you had to have only one pair of socks, look no further.  Quick drying 
and durable, these socks act as thermostats by naturally cooling or heating 

when needed. The reinforced heel and toes increase comfort and durability, 
while the arch support increases circulation and decreases foot fatigue. 

Designed to avoid blisters, and innately odor free, these socks will take you 
from a snowy mountain hunt to a Death Valley hike.  Made in USA.

KENETREK SOCK SIZING
mens shoe sizes:

M(5-8), L(9-12), XL(13-15)
*women order 2 shoe sizes smaller

A.

B.

C.



To Order: Call 1-800-232-606438

T-SHIRTS

PERFORMANCE T-SHIRT

Show the support of your favorite  Montana Boot Company with our 
stylish t-shirts featuring the Kenetrek logo, our popular Montana 
mountains, and a profile of the giant bull elk of our dreams.  Choose 
from gray in short or long sleeve or black in short or long sleeve 
Black shirts also have mud print of our popular K-Talon™ outsole 
on the back. 

Like a second skin, this incredibly lightweight workout shirt is 
cut to move with your body so you feel like nothing’s holding 
you back. Wear it every workout and wash it a zillion times… this shirt 
practically lasts forever. 100% Polyester DryTech Wicking Technology.  Flat 
Lock Seams for Comfort.  Machine Washable.  Imported.

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
T-Shirt   KEQ-T   $19.95

sizes:  M, L, XL, XXL
Performance T-Shirt   KEQ-PT  $39.95

T S

PE

These are the original boot dryers from PEET.  They turn miserable sogginess 
of wet boots into dry, soothing comfort overnight while reducing the odors 
caused by perspiration and bacteria and extending the life of your footwear.  
Completely safe for all types of materials whether leather, plastic, or rubber.  
Choose from the Original standup plug in dryer (M97), the Propane dryer 
(P2000), or the more portable Powercell Dryer (M08).  All will get the job done.

Original Electric Dryer PT-M97 $49.95
Propane Standup Dryer    PT-P2000 $99.95
Portable Electric Dryer    PT-M08 $29.95

BOOT DRYERS
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WATER SNAKESWA
We developed these after getting tired of having our boots fill up with water during 

the many stream crossings we make in a day. By creating a compression seal between 
your pants/gaiters and your boots, we can keep most of the water out of your boots 

if you don’t dawdle in the water too long. Although not 100% protective, these snakes 
will dramatically reduce water seepage and keep you from having to remove your boots 

every time you cross a stream.  Adjustable to fit a varity of calf/boot sizes.  Made in USA.
Water Snakes    KE-WS10    $19.95

A liquid urethane that can be used to patch holes in a rubber bottom boot or to apply 
a layer of super strong, yet flexible protection on boot stitching, boot toes, etc.  Also great 

for reglueing any sole delaminations.

FREESOLE

ML-01FR    1.0 oz.    $7.95

Boot Wax    KE-WAX    8 oz.    $17.95

BOOT WAX
The best dressing and waterproofing for all of your Kenetrek Boots - or any other brand 
of boots for that matter.  Made with a combination of natural vegetable oils, beeswax, 
and other “special” ingredients, Kenetrek Boot Wax conditions and waterproofs the 
leather of your favorite boots.  It readily absorbs into any kind of leather, stays in the 
leather longer than other treatments, and will not harm glued-on rubber rands or boot 
stitching.  Made in USA.    *Wax will darken leather color as it protects.

High quality replacement laces made of Cordura nylon.  They have the perfect 
combination of soft flexibility and incredible durability. These are the best quality 
replacement boot laces out there!  They even have fused tips that will not separate.  
Select the 60M” lace for a hiking boot, the 72M” lace for our taller Mountain Boots, 
the 63P” for a 10” pac boot, and the 90P” laces for the extra tall 13” pac boots and 
finally 72T” for the Tactical black lace.  If the lace is too long it can be cut and 
melted at the end.  Made in the USA. A. Mountain Boot Laces KE-LACE $5.95

B. Pac Boot Laces    KE-LACE $5.95
C. Tactical Black Laces    KE-LACE $5.95

A.

B.

BO

BOOT LACESBO

Kahtoola MICROspikes® Traction System allows anyone to get out and enjoy 
most any condition. Since there are no special straps, you simply put 
your Kahtoola MICROspikes Traction System in your pocket, purse or 
backpack and go. Take them out and stretch them over your shoes when 
you need extra grip - they’re ideal for anything from wet rocks to slick 
sidewalks and icy driveways, or even the added confidence that comes 
along with extra traction on the trail. Add the MICROspikes Traction System 
to your gear and get out there!

MICRO SPIKES

MicroSpikes    KA-MSB   $69.95

mens shoe sizes: M(7-10.5), L(11-14)
womens shoe sizes: S(5-8.5), M(9-11)
mens oversize pac boots: XL(11-14)

MIC

C.



 96 Northstar Lane
Bozeman, MT  59718
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HUNTING GAITERS
Whether you’re wearing a tall pac boot or the 

Hardscrabble Hikers, these front opening gaiters slip 
on, fit easily, and stay in place when you’re slogging through deep 

snow. The top web straps with cam lock buckles adjust effortlessly to keep out 
the snow, while the Stormblocker™ waterproof membrane gives you complete waterproof and 

breathable protection. The bottom Hypalon® rubber straps won’t collect snow and the camo tricot micro 
fleece exterior moves silently through brush. Best of all, once you’re in a pair of these, you won’t have to constantly fuss 
with them for the rest of the day. The Real Tree Camo gaiters are silent in the woods, while the nylon gaiters in solid black 
or loden green are virtually indestructible.  Imported.  Kenetrek’s Gaiter Design is protected under US Patent #D551,828.

Order 24 hours / 7 Days a Week     1-800-232-6064     www.kenetrek.com 

men’s boot sizes M(5-8), L(9-12), XL(13-15)
Realtree All Purpose Camo KE-064-AP $74.95
Realtree Snow Camo KE-064-SNO $74.95
Solid Loden Green KE-064-LOD $74.95
Solid Black KE-064-BLK $74.95

RA-01


